Male hypervisibility/invisibility and female self-Orientalisation
The current hypervisibility and invisibility of Iranian men can be traced back to the legacy of Orientalist discourses that historically described Middle Eastern Muslim men as autocrats who lock up women. 'Oversexed degenerates,' as Said sardonically puts it in Orientalism, these men are 'capable of cleverly devious intrigues, but [are] essentially sadistic, treacherous [and] low ' (1978: 287 (2003) and Tavakoli ' (2004: 49) . Similarly, in Javady Ally (Shirazi 1984) , young Homa is abused on the shoulders of a trusted clergyman who volunteers to carry her through crowded demonstrations. As they walk through the crowd, he fondles her through her skirt, pretending to keep her steady on his shoulders.
Although there is no denying that such descriptions may be representative of Iranian women and their lived experiences, the representations of the oppressed Iranian woman as narrated from a position of privilege by Western-educated women also inevitably engender hypervisible stereotypes of Iranian men and masculinity. As Kelly Oliver (2001) argues in Witnessing, her study of the psychology of oppression and subjectivity, both hypervisiblity and invisibility are 'bad visibility' in that neither allow for those represented to be seen or recognized as individuals, let alone speak for themselves. This is an oppressive force, according to Oliver since 'the seeing/being-seen dichotomy mirrors the subject/object dualism that is symptomatic of oppression. The seer is the active subject while the seen is the passive object ' (2001: 149) . As she puts it, 'oppression makes people into faceless objects or lesser subjects. The lack of visage in objects renders them invisible in any ethical or political sense. In turn, subjectivity becomes the domain of domination. Subjectivity is conferred by those in power and empowered on those they deem powerless and disempowered ' (2001: 149) .
By Daniel continued to remain handsome in my eyes. In fact, he became more handsome, while I, in turn became more ugly. This was the unhappy side effect of having first perceived him as my flawless opposite. I grew skinnier, frailer, as he grew more strapping. My features became loud and prominent while his became refined and elegant. I was sure that he would be a movie star when he grew up. It was as if my face was cannibalising the flesh from my body, absorbing it into itself, so that my nose and eyes and eyebrows intensified with each day, growing darker, larger, hairier. It was a hideous face, I was sure, loudly calling attention to itself. Now I avoided mirrors at all costs. (2009: 200) This statement is telling of the psychological operations of hypervisibility / invisibility that affected the Iranian sense of masculinity as a result of the hostage crisis. This is in keeping with Oliver's understandings of subjectivity and identity: subjectivities are constructed intersubjectively, particularly by the way others perceive us and how we perceive ourselves. As she puts it, 'a positive sense of self is dependent on positive recognition from others, while a negative sense of self is the result of negative PORTAL, vol. 11, no. 1, January 2014. 14 recognition or lack of recognition from others ' (2001: 4) . She further argues that 'when others respect us as capable of judgment and action, only then can we respect ourselves as autonomous agents ' (2001: 5) . According to Oliver, in the processes of subjectification 'recognition from the dominant culture is necessary to develop a strong sense of one's own personal and group identity ' (2001: 23) . Stereotypes and misrecognition based on differences construct an antagonistic relationship and create a kind of 'inferiority complex,' which is the result of the 'internalisation of stereotypes of inferiority ' (2001: 24) . This inferiority complex, however, operates not only on a psychological level; it can also affect the way we are perceived and perceive ourselves Oliver's arguments, that evolution has made Sayrafiezadeh and other Iranian diasporic men into 'faceless objects, or lesser subjects ' (2001: 149) . That said, When Skateboards
Will Be Free also operates on a level that suggests a break with the oppressive cycle; it offers the author a venue in which to reconstruct and regain a sense of subjectivity by determining his own represented reality. As Oliver reminds us, 'it is not merely being seen, or being recognised between spectacle and oblivion, that makes for an ethical or just relation. Rather … the oscillation between invisibility and hypervisiblity [is] a matter not so much of being seen but of making one's world ' (2001: 150) . At the end of his memoir, then, Sayrafiezadeh points to this possibility when he writes, 'It was up to each of us to bear our private miseries alone, until that glorious day in the future when it would all be resolved once and for all, and a perfect world would emerge ' (2009: 286) .
This forward-looking, optimistic statement, coupled with an earlier sentence, 'the truth must not only be truth, it must also be told ' (2009: 286) , points to the possibility and need for other Iranian men to similarly construct themselves into representational visibility.
Sexuality and romance
One of the recurring elements in diasporic Iranian men's literature is the theme of Furthermore, Pirooz's close spiritual relationship with both Sitarehs, who act as guides in his spiritual journey, reframes our understanding of gender hierarchy and agency, both in traditional Iranian literature, and in the way the West normally perceives Iranian gender relations. As Simidchieva argues, the novel brings into vision the notion of 'romantic love as a means of spiritual maturation of the male protagonist and the role of the woman as a guide on his journey ' (1997: 408) . Here however, it must be noted that the although women played a significant role in guiding male protagonists in traditional Persian poetry, and court poetry, as well as in the romance genre more broadly, they were often passive in their roles. Making that point, Simidchieva observes that in Parvin's narrative, 'the female characters ... are more assertive than their medieval counterparts ' (1997: 408) . In Parvin's account, women are not only powerful, active spiritual leaders who guide the male character, they are also sexually more assertive than their male partner: in New York Sitareh Poonia invites Professor Pirooz to her house; in Iran, it is Sitareh Bastan who, after housing Professor Pirooz for a few days, appears in his bedroom in the middle of the night 'like a gentle flame … in a golden negligee ' (1996: 113) , catching him by surprise, to initiate passionate, spiritual and sensual lovemaking. Pirooz's reservation, politeness and his initial reluctance to countenance a possible sexual relationship with Sitareh Poonia, combined to challenge reader's expectations of Iranian male sexual dominance and gendered hierarchies.
Conclusion
In Iranian people in a region that continues to endure political instability and violence.
